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Reengineer .NET Code to Improve Quality, Update Architecture, Access New Tools, and Accelerate
Delivery of New Features As software ages, it becomes brittle: difficult to understand, fix,
manage, use, and improve. Developers working withВ many platforms have encountered this
problem; now, developers working with MicrosoftвЂ™s .NET are facing it as well.В In
Reengineering .NET, leading .NET architect Bradley Irby introduces proven best practices for
revitalizing older .NET code and integrating new architectural and development advances into
business-critical systems that canвЂ™t go offline.В Using a step-by-step approach, .NET
professionals can make legacy enterprise software more reliable, maintainable,В attractive, and
usableвЂ”and make it easier to upgrade for years to come. Through real-world case studies and
extensive downloadable sample code, Irby shows how to carefully plan a .NETВ reengineering
project, understand the true current state of your code, introduce unit testing and other agile
methods, refactor to services and controllers, and leverage powerful .NET reengineering tools built
into Microsoft Visual Studio 2012. This book is an indispensable resource for all developers,
architects, and project managers responsible for existing .NET code bases and for a wide audience
of non-technical managers and CTOs who want to understand the uniqueВ challenges faced by
.NET teams involved in application or system reengineering projects. Coverage includesвЂў
Migrating legacy .NET software to more flexible, extensible, and maintainable
architecturesвЂ”without breaking itвЂў Reengineering web applications with the MVC pattern,
Winforms software with MVP, and WPF/SilverlightВ systems with MVVMвЂў Asking the right
questions to predict refactoring problems before they happenвЂў Planning and organizing
reengineering projects to apply the right expertise to each task at the right timeвЂў Using
innovative Test Doubling to make unit testing even more effectiveвЂў Applying Dependency
Inversion to break tight coupling and promote easier development and testingвЂў Leveraging
source control, defect tracking, and continuous integrationвЂў вЂњCleaning upвЂќ legacy
solutions to improve them before you even touch business logicвЂў Establishing solid development
infrastructure to support your reengineering projectвЂў Refactoring to servicesвЂ”including
advanced techniques using Repositories, Domain Models,В and the Command DispatcherвЂў
Refactoring to controller/view or ViewModel/View pairs
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Applied WPF 4 in Context , Raffaele Garofalo, May 23, 2011, Computers, 352 pages. Applied WPF 4
in Context sets the standard for leveraging the latest Windows user interface technology in your
business applications. Using this book, you'll learn how to.

Advantage Database Server A Developer's Guide, Cary Jensen, Loy Anderson, 2007, Computers,
616 pages. With the launch of ADS 7.0, the authors can now satisfy the needs of this growing
community with an official guide on ADS..

Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System , Jean-Luc David, Tony Loton, Erik Gunvaldson,
Christopher Bowen, Noah Coad, Darren Jefford, May 15, 2006, Computers, 700 pages. A team of
Microsoft insiders shows programmers how to use Visual Studio 2005 Team System, the new suite
of products from Microsoft that can be used for software modeling.
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Professional .NET framework , Jeff Gabriel, 2001, Computers, 733 pages. Microsoft's vision for
the future, .NET, is a step forward in the evolution of programming that integrates proven and
established technologies with the latest innovations. It.

Building Enterprise Applications with WindowsВ® Presentation Foundation and the Model View
ViewModel Pattern , Raffaele Garofalo, Mar 21, 2011, Computers, 226 pages. Create rich,
flexible, and maintainable line-of-business applications with the MVVM design pattern Simplify
and improve business application development by applying the MVVM.

MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPF , Ryan Vice, Muhammad
Shujaat Siddiqi, 2012, Computers, 420 pages. Eliminate unnecessary code by taking advantage
of the MVVM pattern in Silverlight and WPF using this book and eBook ? less code, fewer bugs.

Mastering Lob Development for Silverlight 5 A Case Study in Action, Braulio Diez, Rocio Serrano,
Feb 24, 2012, Computers, 430 pages. This highly practical, expert level tutorial teaches you to
build a Line of Business application with the aid of a case study which gradually builds
throughout the book. It.

Instant Spring Tool Suite , Geoff Chiang, Sep 6, 2013, Computers, 76 pages. Filled with practical,
step-by-step instructions and clear explanations for the most important and useful tasks. A
tutorial guide that walks you through how to use the features.

DeveloperвЂ™s Guide to MicrosoftВ® Prism 4: Building Modular MVVM Applications with
WindowsВ® Presentation Foundation and Microsoft SilverlightВ® Building Modular MVVM
Applications with WindowsВ® Presentation Foundation and Microsoft SilverlightВ®, Bob
Brumfield, Geoff Cox, David Hill, Brian Noyes, Michael Puleio, Karl Shifflett, Mar 21, 2011,
Computers, 290 pages. This guide provides everything you need to get started with Prism and to
use it to create flexible, maintainable WindowsВ® Presentation Foundation (WPF) and Microsoft.

Beginning C# Object-Oriented Programming , Dan Clark, Mar 26, 2013, Computers, 384 pages.
Learn C# with Beginning C# Object-Oriented Programming and youвЂ™ll be thinking about
program design in the right way from day one. Whether you want to work with .NET for the
web.

Pro Scalable .NET 2.0 Application Designs , Joachim Rossberg, Rickard Redler, Nov 1, 2005,
Computers, 536 pages. Pro Scalable .NET 2.0 Application Designs explains how to plan and
implement .NET 2.0 applications. It addresses platform, hosting, and database requirements, as
well as.

Visual Basic Answers! , Michael Otey, Jan 1, 1999, Computers, 574 pages. A troubleshooting
guide for expert users examines the fundamental concepts of the programming language and
explains how to enhance programs, add subroutines, and utilize events.

PROGRAMMING WITH C# CONCEPTS AND PRACTICE, B. RAMA KRISHNA RAO, Dec 22, 2006,
Computers, 428 pages. Written in an engaging style, this book is especially designed for the
beginner or intermediate level programmer to make the C# concepts accessible and exciting.
The book.

Wrox Press ASP.NET MVC 1.0 Test Driven Development, Problem-Design-Solution (2009) , Tang
Kinh Cac, , , . .



Testing with Visual Studio 2012 A Guide for Developers, Hendrik Losch, 2013, , 65 pages. With
Visual Studio 2012, Microsoft changed a lot of the functionality for testing in its IDE. This book
explains the ideas behind these changes and compares the program with.



Intermediate Algebra , D. Franklin Wright, Bill D. New, 2000H and R Block 2002 Income Tax Guide
Preparing America's Taxes for Over 45 Years, H&R Block, Feb 1, 2002, Business & Economics, 576
pages. Presents line-by-line instructions for filling out income tax returns, providing sample forms,
a glossary of tax terms, and money-saving tips download Reengineering .NET: Injecting Quality,
Testability, and Architecture into Existing Systems 2012 A Christmas Home , Gregory D. Kincaid,
2012, Fiction, 225 pages. Continues the story of the McCray family, who struggle with mixed
feelings while supporting disabled Todd's efforts to achieve an independent life A new
вЂњgreenвЂќ series!: Little Green Books will educate children on what they can do to be more eco-
friendly. The books in this line will be made from recycled materials, and.
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The HeroвЂ™s Guide to Storming the Castle , Christopher Healy, Jul 4, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 432
pages. The second book in this fast-paced and hilarious fantasy quest in the grand tradition of
Shrek and The Princess Bride, starring four very unlikely, but likeable, heroesThe Flying Circus of
Physics With Answers, Jearl Walker, Jul 30, 2008, Physics, 312 pages. This new version now
contains answers to all the over 600 stimulating questions. Walker covers the entirety of naked-eye
physics by exploring problems of the everyday world. He
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Hobson Governor of New Zealand, 1840-1842, Paul Moon, 1998, Governors, 318 pagesAnnual
Reports , Mauritius. Meteorological Service, 2001, Weather download Reengineering .NET:
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How to help your child succeed in school , Susan Bray Stainback, William C. Stainback, 1988,
Education, 110 pagesAustralian Taxation Study Manual Questions and Suggested Solutions, Les
Nethercott, Grant Andrew Richardson, Ken Devos, 2010, Taxation, 546 pages. An annual text
which provides suggested solutions to a series of case study type questions on taxation law



Herpetology An Introductory Biology of A, Janalee P. Caldwell, 2006, Study Aids, 348 pages. Never
HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguidesFalse Scent , Ngaio
Marsh, Apr 15, 1999, Fiction, 224 pages. The indomitable Inspector Roderick Alleyn is sent to sniff
out the case of the beloved "queen of British theater," Mary Bellamy, who has been found
murdered in a cloud of ITIL V3 Service Lifecycle Service Design (SD) Certification Exam Preparation
Course in a Book for Passing the ITIL V3 Service Lifecycle Service Design (SD) Exam - The How To
Pass on Your First Try Certification Study Guide The How to Pass on Your First Try Certification
Study Guide, Ivanka Menken, 2009, Business & Economics, 164 pages. This self-study exam
preparation guide for the ITIL V3 Service Lifecycle Service Design (SD) certification exam contains
everything you need to test yourself and pass the Exam



More Hold'em Excellence A Winner for Life, Lou Krieger, Jan 1, 1999, Games, 188 pages. Goes
beyond the basics; it takes readers into the mind and decision-making processes of professional
poker players by providing solid information and advice on a broad spectrumThe Bedford Reader ,
, Feb 6, 2008, Language Arts & Disciplines, 727 pages. One of the most widely adopted
composition readers of all time, The Bedford Reader continues to engage and inspire students with
remarkable selections, outstanding Holy Bible New International Version, Jasper/Leaf Green, Italian
Duo-tone, Teen Study Bible, Zondervan Bibles, Mar 1, 2009, Bibles, 1664 pages. With almost 3
million copies sold, the Teen Study Bible continues to be a teen's #1 source for discovering the
foundational truths of the Bible. Recently revised to meet the This text includes excerpts from
policies of over 325 academic and public libraries, covering a range of issues.



Writing Great Web Site Content (Because Reading on a Screen Is Different than on Paper) , Natalie
Canavor, Claire Meirowitz, Mar 2, 2010, Business & Economics, 6 pages. This is the eBook version
of the printed book. This Element is an excerpt from The Truth About the New Rules of Business
Writing (9780137153152) by Natalie Canavor and ClaireThe Cult of Draupadi, Volume 2 On Hindu
Ritual and the Goddess, Alf Hiltebeitel, Oct 8, 1991, Religion, 556 pages. This is the first volume of
a projected three-volume work on the little-known South Indian folk cult of the goddess Draupadi
and on the classical epic, the Mahabharata, that Reengineering .NET: Injecting Quality, Testability,
and Architecture into Existing Systems Disney Princess A Read-Aloud Storybook, , 2002, Juvenile
Fiction, 72 pages. Retells the classic tales of Disney princesses who triumph over evil and live
happily ever after, including Cinderella, Snow White, and Sleeping Beauty These are essays of
interpretative criticism written by Woolf for the вЂњcommon readerвЂќ as distinguished from the
critic and the scholar. These essays examine medieval England. Some of the world's greatest
women writers contribute stories about food from across the globe.



The Age of Miracles Stories, Ellen Gilchrist, 1995, Fiction, 260 pages. A collection of short stories
focuses on hopeful, humorous themes and includes the story of three children who travel to New
York and kidnap their mother to keep her fromPoetry: The Basics , Jeffrey Wainwright, Mar 1,
2013, Language Arts & Disciplines, 288 pages. Now in its second edition, Poetry: The Basics
demystifies the traditions and forms of the world of poetry for all those who find it daunting or
bewildering. Covering a wide



The Therapeutic Relationship in the Cognitive Behavioral Psychotherapies , Paul Gilbert, Robert L.
Leahy, 2007, Psychology, 292 pages. Although the therapeutic relationship is a major contributor
to therapeutic outcomes, the cognitive behavioral psychotherapies have not explored this aspect in
any detail. ThisExploring Colorado's Wild Areas A Guide for Hikers, Backpackers, Climbers, Cross-
Country Skiers, and Paddlers, Scott S. Warren, 2002, Sports & Recreation, 301 pages. Discover 69
wilderness areas--including seven new ones--showcasing everything from mountains to canyons,
rushing rivers to desert landscapesA comprehensive guide to Colorado's Much majesty , Margaret
Early, Sara Krentzman Srygley, Evelyn L. Wenzel, Claus Stamm, 1977 Reengineering .NET:
Injecting Quality, Testability, and Architecture into Existing Systems Bradley Irby Oxford Reading
Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and countless children have learnt to read with
Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are delighted to unveil its fresh. Offers advice on selecting and working
with a financial advisor, including tips on services, credentials, references, and fees. Streetfighting
is a down and dirty topic, and the author, an ex-streetfighter, shares his hard-learned lessons here.
Want to know how to recognize a mugging setup? How to avoid.
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The World's Great Musicians , Robert Seymour Eaton, 1916, Musicians, 350 pagesResolving the
Cyprus Conflict Negotiating History, MichГЎlis S. Michael, Oct 15, 2009, History, 292 pages. While
there are no shortages of books about the Cyprus Conflict, this book offers the best summary of
the negotiations aroundГ‚ byГ‚ extending beyond conventional realist download



Civil Disobedience (Webster's French Thesaurus Edition)Big Girls Don't Cry Novel, A, Connie
Briscoe, Apr 4, 1996, Fiction, 375 pages. Naomi Jefferson, who experiences loss, betrayal, and
addiction, believes that the weight of the world lies on her shoulders, until Joseph, her deceased
brother's illegitimate download Reengineering .NET: Injecting Quality, Testability, and Architecture
into Existing Systems 2012 0132964910, 9780132964913 Energy Security: The Case of Europe and
Russia. International Relations of the European Union Depending on Energy Issues and Security
with Russia , Stavros Baritakis, 2008, , 62 pages. This paper studies the energy security issues of
the European Union in relation with Russian policy and tries to identify if the policies taken are
adequate to secure the flow Three of Erikson's early papers, now seen as bases for his later
theories, include observations on groups and children, an elaboration of the critical stages in the
life cycle. Every morning a very large and very snappy crocodile shouts this selfish message: `Stay
away from my river! It's MY river! If you come in my river, I'll eat you all!' The.
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Plant biology , Knut Norstog, Robert W. Long, 1976, Nature, 585 pages. The botany textbook
underscores the importance of plants in daily life and calls attention to the diversity found within
major plant groupsJoyful, Yet Effective Parenting Pray and Laugh Daily, J. Keith Houff, Jun 1,
2011, Family & Relationships, 152 pages. Parenting is not brain surgery, but is infinitely more
difficult if it can t be appreciated as an opportunity, a gift from God, and the potential for joy
ignored. That is why The Classic Literary Images of Permanence and Change, Frank Kermode, Jan
1, 1983, Literary Criticism, 141 pages. Attempts to determine the criteria for classical literature
through an analysis of the social and intellectual importance of great works of the past This book
proposes a new approach to the problem of aesthetic experience in Western culture. Noting how
art world phenomena evoke conventional psychoanalytic speculations about.



Unwrap your spiritual gifts , Kenneth O. Gangel, Jun 25, 1983, Religion, 117 pagesSituation
Desperate U.S. Army Engineer Disaster Relief Operations, Origins to 1950, Leland R. Johnson,
2011, History, 288 pages. Traces the federal program from its tentative beginnings in the 19th
century to the enactment of a permanent federal policy on disaster assistance in 1950. Explains
how the Reluctant Hearts , Karen Wiesner, May 1, 2002, Fiction, 388 pages. Women who have
faced pain, loss and heartache. They know the score and never back down. Women who aren't
afraid to love with all their passion and all their strength, who risk Reengineering .NET: Injecting
Quality, Testability, and Architecture into Existing Systems Bradley Irby This student textbook offer
photostories set in Italy which provide an authentic context for the language topics explored in
each chapter. The course combines a communicative. The author describes his bizarre coming-of-
age years after his adoption by his mother's psychiatrist, during which he witnessed such
misadventures as a fake suicide attempt and. Follows a girl's perusal of her great-grandfather's
collection of matchboxes and small curios that document his poignant immigration journey from
Italy to a new country.
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First Picture Nursery Rhymes , , Jun 1, 2005, Juvenile Fiction, 16 pages. Originally published:
London: Usborne Pub., 2005Pathways of mercy in Newfoundland, 1842-1984 , Mary Williamina
Hogan, 1986, Religion, 450 pages



DOS tips, tricks, and traps , Chris DeVoney, Norman Hale, Feb 1, 1989, Computers, 522 pages. A
guide to the PC DOS disk operating system covers disk formatting, hard customizing, and
troubleshootingSkirting the Grave , Annette Blair, Jul 5, 2011, Fiction, 288 pages. Maddie Cutler
thought she was taking on a new design intern for her boutique. But instead she finds her dead at
the train station under suspicious circumstances. Now, Maddie is
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